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A brief overview of results from an experimental investigation performed on polymer materials to examine delocalized
photomechanical effects generated due to UV laser ablation is provided. Delocalized structural modifications were observed in
PMMA, PS by means of optical holographic interferometry. The integrity of samples was examined before and after irradiation
in 193 and 248 nm (15 ns) above and below ablation threshold, F = 0.1–1.0 J/cm2. A value of structural continuity was initially
determined for each sample by generation of a reference holographic image before irradiation. Microscopic discontinuities were
intentionally induced to act as preexistent defects. Sequential holographic recording monitored the growth of morphological
alterations according to the number of pulses in the neighbor as well as far from the preexistent discontinuities. The imposed
alterations are visually observable at the whole extent of the irradiated sample in distances far off the ablation spot as local cracks
and voids. The induced flaws cannot be classified as transient or instantly generated. Fracture follows a long-term emergence and
deterioration pattern. Extensively fluctuated long-term effects were also observed in laser-assisted varnish removal of multilayered
technical samples simulating Byzantine icons with decrease of effect duration and fluctuation being according to increase in sample
homogeneity.

1. Introduction

Irradiation of solid organic material with pulsed ultraviolet
laser light of intense power density leads to cold etching
or ablative photodecomposition (APD) of the substrate. The
APD effect located in the limited region of the laser spot
is attributed to local photochemical mechanism causing
discrete ejection of target material without altering the adja-
cent bulk which allows for controlled substrate processing
conveniently suited for many applications. The mass ejection
and the expansion of high-density plasma though induce
a mechanical effect characterized by a recoil pressure and
a shock wave propagating inside the solid. The photome-
chanical effects in contrast to the presented study are mainly
reported in literature in concern to the physical processes in
the ablated region as influence of pressure versus time.

Specifically, laser ablation using 193, 248 nm excimer
laser radiation is commonly used [1–12] in microelectronic
industry for etching of polymer substrates and in medical
applications for controlled excision of tissue as well as in
ophthalmology and in photorefractive surgery for restoring
of myopia and has been proved to be a highly effective
method in the restoration of painted artworks [13, 14]. The
material ablation mechanism caused upon the interaction
of intense laser irradiation with a surface layer results in
the explosive ejection of a significant amount of material
from the specimen’s surface at excimer laser fluence between
0.1 J/cm2 and 0.5 J/cm2 for varnish ablation, 0.2 and 1.5 J/cm2
for polymer, and 0.5 and 1.9 J/cm2 for biological tissue.
The absorbed energy densities rise to few kJ/cm3 and by
being deposited within nanoseconds develop in the target
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substantial stress transients with amplitudes measured as
high as ∼105 Pa [15, 16].

The implications thereupon of such high stresses on
the target form the subject of this study. There have been
evidences of damage in skin and cornea after ablation byArF-
excimer radiation at 193 nm [17, 18]. Also preliminary investi-
gation on Byzantine iconmodels gives strong indications that
formation and deterioration of defects related to the type of
preexisting discontinuities were caused by the laser-assisted
varnish removal at fluence from 0.29 ÷ 0.55 J/cm2 [13–15].
Herein, we investigate the damage potential in polymer
during and after irradiation at 193 and 248 nm to primarily
understand the mechanisms governing the damage potential
of photomechanical effect associated with the excimer laser
ablation. The term damage potential is used in the context
of morphological alterations induced in the structure instead
of direct fracture. Polymers are chosen as model systems
because their physical properties are better known.

For 193 and 248 nm irradiation and low radiant expo-
sures, the stress wave is attributed to volume changes
caused by photodecomposition, for higher radiant exposures
where photoetching is observed to thermal expansion of the
ablation plume and to plasma-mediated ablation. We use
local continuous ablation creating one ablation spot in the
target such as the photochemical products which remain
localised within the spot. Operation in low pulse repetition
rate (1Hz) prevents interaction between the target formed
plume/plasma and the incoming radiationminimising unde-
sirable thermal effects. These parameters were kept to allow
observation of the nonirradiated part of the target. In this
paper, the study refers to observed effects outside the ablation
spot.

In nondestructive material testing, holographic tech-
niques have found extensive use for the characterization of
both static and dynamic mechanical deformations and of
the structural “condition” of a wide range of objects [16, 17].
This wide applicability suggests the potential of the technique
for the evaluation of plausible structural effects induced
by UV laser ablation. Nevertheless, the use of holographic
interferometry in the study of UV ablation has been quite
limited and restricted mainly to the characterization of the
plasma [18–20], an attempt at the characterization of the
shock waves has been reported [12, 21–25]. It holds the
advantage to allow instantaneous monitoring by full-field
visualization in extended field-of-view which was exploited
in the experiments shown.

2. Experimental Description

2.1. Experimental Setup. The experimental setup was
designed for simultaneous photoablation of polymer sub-
strates and holographic interferometric recording with the
objective to acquire real-time holographic recording of
the thermomechanical effects of UV laser ablation. The
setup shown in Figure 1 is divided in two experimental
pump-probe arms.

One is the arrangement for the UV ablation of the
polymer targets consisting of the excimer laser with computer

control for selection of parameters (repetition rate, voltage,
etc.). The UV beam is directed to the sample by a series of
mirrors and a focusing lens.

The second one is the arrangement for the holographic
interferometric recording and reconstruction. The sample
and the holographic setup stay in a dark room over a
pneumatic isolation optical table. It consists of a twin beam
off-axis holographic interferometer of which the one beam
is diffusely transmitted through the phase object under
investigation and the other beam having travelled across the
same optical path serves as the reference beam. The two
beams are interfering and their pattern of interference is
recorded in the photosensitive medium. A CCD camera is
positioned behind the hologram plane in order to digitalize
the reconstructed image and send it, through a frame grabber,
to an image processor.

The laser sources used are a Lambda Physik excimer laser
(model LPX210) with different characteristics depending
on the gas mixture, an ArF mixture in 193 nm wavelength
with 23 ns nominal pulse duration and a KrF mixture in
248 nm wavelength with 34 ns nominal pulse duration. Also
a continuous wave Helium-Neon laser (Uniphase, model
1125P) class IIIb, with power output at 10mWandwavelength
of emitted radiation at 632 nm, was used. The target material
does not absorb the red light of the latter laser and it is used
to record the holograms in transmission.

The set-up control devices are a workstation to start and
stop the UV irradiation process and set the repetition rate;
a joule-meter and an oscilloscope to measure the UV beam
power on the object plane, after the losses due to the previous
optical components; a power meter to measure the object
beam, the reference beam, and the total intensities in the
holographic setup; and a shutter and a chronometer, just after
the Helium-Neon laser, to control the time exposure of the
photosensitive plate and through the CCD.

2.2. Experimental Methodology. The recording geometry of
the probing arm in the experiment makes use of high spatial
resolutions (𝑓 = sin 𝜃/𝜆, 𝜃 = 45∘, and 𝜆 = 632 nm stands
for He-Ne) in a two-beam off-axis transmissionmode optical
system (Figure 1). The one beam, termed probe or object
beam, is diffusely transmitted through the sample forming
the object wave

𝑈
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0
(𝑥, 𝑦) exp [−𝑖𝜙

0
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to interfere with the reference wave
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in the recording plane, (𝑧 = 0). The polymer on suprasil win-
dow is firmly held on a holder in front of the photosensitive
medium, at 𝑧 = 0, and before excimer irradiation the first
hologram is recorded. The excimer laser is allowed to deliver
the first pulse onto the polymer target and a second overlap-
ping hologram is formed 𝑈

0
(𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝑎(𝑥, 𝑦) exp{−𝑖[𝜙(𝑥, 𝑦) +

Δ𝜙(𝑥, 𝑦)]}, whereΔ𝜙(𝑥, 𝑦), the irradiation change, is induced
in the object. The phase term Δ𝜙 is related to the physical
quantity of interest, for which the particular application is
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Figure 1: Drawing of the optical geometry used for online polymer ablation monitoring. Note that the UV beam is focused while the
monitoring beam (OB) is expanded to cover the whole diameter of the sample.

the refractive index change that is induced by the ablation of
polymer material in the ablation spot. If the refractive index
change equals the integral multiple of 𝜆, the interference
fringes are generated:

ΔΦ = ∫ [𝑛 (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧) − 𝑛

0
] 𝑑𝑧 = 𝑁𝜆. (3)

This implies that when the field has uniform irradiance an
infinitely wide fringe results, Δ𝜙(𝑥, 𝑦) = 0. Before the second
excimer pulse, a third hologram according to (1) and (2) is
formed in a different position of the photosensitive medium
and the excimer delivers the second pulse after which the
forth hologram is recordedwithΔ𝜙

2-3(𝑥, 𝑦). In this sequence,
a holographic wavefront is getting modulated by each or
number of pulses to record in the photosensitive medium
potential modifications in every step of the ablation process
in terms of phase changes:

∑∑[Δ𝜙

2-1 (𝑥, 𝑦) , Δ𝜙3-2 (𝑥, 𝑦) ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ Δ𝜙(𝑛−1)-𝑛th (𝑥, 𝑦)] . (4)

A holographic diffuse object wave provides observation
from different angles of view to pinpoint spatial coordinates
displaced in unknown directions. The oblique observation

allocates modifications within the range of uniform irradi-
ance allowing detection of changes that are not identified
by generation of fringes related to refractive index change.
Typical case is the structural changes forming defects that
can be spatially confined or extended but nonetheless without
influencing the refractive index of the polymer. At the end
of irradiating-recording procedure, a continuous monitoring
of ablation process is visualized with each subsequent holo-
gram reconstructing distinctively the evolution of induced
structural alterations during the ablation. Since in a holo-
graphic interferometer only changes in path length between
exposures are displayedΦ

2
(𝑥, 𝑦)−Φ

1
(𝑥, 𝑦), a fixed structural

change present in both exposures is cancelled allowing only
new or unstable changes in each recording. Spatial phase
encoding and recording of induced structure/mechanical dis-
placements of generated alterations could lead to monitoring
and interactive self-operating control of ablation procedures.

2.3. Experimental Procedure and Sample Preparation. The
polymer used in the experiments was pure and blend of
PMMA/PS with varying concentrations layered at ≈50–
120 𝜇m thicknesses on suprasil window of 5 cm diameter
irradiated in air with excimer laser pulses at 193 and 248 nm.
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The irradiation spot was ≈0.2 × 0.8mm and the fluence was
0.4–0.6 J/cm2.

Samples preparation was performed on chemistry lab-
oratory in ambient conditions in systematic steps. Control
procedures are thus envisaged to confirm assigned defor-
mation value due only to laser irradiation. Firstly, for every
polymericmaterial to be investigated, two samplesweremade
with identical procedure and at the same time.While one was
irradiated, the other was kept protected as reference sample
producing evidence of structural degradation due to inher-
ent residual stresses against the degradation of the ablated
sample.Therefore, the irradiated sample was compared to the
reference intact one with identified natural changes. In this
manner, the nonirradiated reference sample was the indicator
of residual tensions of the material independently of the UV
irradiation process.

Secondly, most of the samples possessed preexistent
defects built during the sample preparation process. Hence,
a hologram of the sample was recorded before the starting
of UV irradiation in order to have a reference localization
map of the preexistent defects. The experimental methodol-
ogy to record holographic interferograms is summarized in
Section 2.2.

Thirdly, an optical microscope (Nikon eclipse ME600)
was also implemented to pinpoint the preexistent defects and
observe selected areas of the sample of a spatial resolution
≈100 microns depending on the lens magnification. The
selected areas were chosen either in the center of the sample
where the ablation would take place, in the vicinity, or in the
further far corners.Thus, the surface morphology before and
after the irradiation process could be compared. The optical
microscope does not allow a full-field view of the spatial
phenomenon as is acquired with the holography procedure
emphasizing more local morphological changes with higher
magnification, thus complementing the comparison process
in many cases.

Finally, SEM was also implemented to distinguish
detected defect morphologies. It should be highlighted here
that it is not the optical damage caused by the pulse in
the ablation spot that was of interest in this study but the
delocalized effect on surface morphology in the extent of the
sample.

2.3.1. Preparation of Polymeric Layers on Suprasil Window.
The sample preparation was realized diluting the pure poly-
mer or the blend powder with a proper weight percentage in
a stoichiometric quantity of dichloromethane. After a careful
cleaning of the suprasil window, it was positioned on a per-
fectly horizontal plane and a known quantity of the polymeric
solution was spread on it; this quantity, together with the
dilution level of the solution, determined the thickness of the
polymer layer. Then, the sample was covered in order to slow
down the natural dichloromethane evaporation, otherwise,
too fast and risky for a good preparation. When the solution
was dry, the sample was ready to be irradiated.

2.3.2. Preparation of Solid Polymers. Thedilution for the solid
polymers was realized under the same procedure as above.

Then, it was poured in a square base mould and covered until
the material was completely dry. No reference sample was
prepared because the solid polymers do not present natural
degradation, to compare with the one created by the excimer
laser.

3. Results

The experiments were performed according to following
parameters.

Type of Sample. The influence of interface and adhesion
strength was investigated with experiments performed either
on samples formed by a film of material on suprasil window
or on pure solid samples.

Laser Wavelength. The influence of wavelength with a mate-
rial changing the characteristics of the process in terms of
absorption coefficient was investigated for anArF 193 nm and
a KrF 248 nm.

Molecular Weight. The influence of molecular weight in
mechanical resistance was investigated by construction of
polymer samples with different molecular weights (PMMA:
MW = 1.900 u and MW = 100.000 u and PS: MW = 1.180 u
and MW = 280.000 u).

Direction of Irradiation. A critical factor in many applications
is the position of absorbing chromophores in the ablated
material; hence, the direction of irradiation was tested for-
ward to the surface of the sample and backward through the
substrate where for both cases it was almost perpendicular to
the sample.

3.1. Study on Neat Polymer at 193 nm. The absorption coeffi-
cient of PMMA in 193 nm (𝛼 = 1/2.08 × 10−4) is considered
relatively high compared to longer wavelengths in the UV
range. Calculation suggests that the ratio of the etch depth
of PMMA close to the ablation threshold over the light
penetration depth is one order of magnitude larger in the
case of irradiation at 193 nm than in the case of irradiation
at 248 nm [26]. This derives from the etch depth/cm for
PMMA in 193 nm at 𝐹 = 100mJ/cm−2 which ranges from
0.10 to 0.15 × 10−4 and penetration depth from 2.08 to 2.22
× 10−4 and the resulting ratio is 0.06; while for 248 nm etch
depth/cm 0.8 × 10−4 at 𝐹 = 800mJ/cm−2 and penetration
depth 0.98 × 10−2 resulting ratio is 0.008. For the case of
PS, an order of magnitude difference in 193 and 248 nm
has been also calculated. It is thus anticipated that most
of the photons energy is effectively consumed in material
removal through photodecomposition. The efficient ejection
ofmaterial is supposed to generate strong shockwave into the
bulk material increasing the photomechanical influence.

Figure 2 illustrates the results of PMMA at 193 nm.
The experiments started on neat PMMA samples (Mw =
120.000 u) to establish the operational parameters first on
well-defined homogeneous material. There was however low
formation of defects of the order of 𝑎def/𝑎total × 100 = 0.75%
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Figure 2: Defect formation versus number of pulses of neat PMMA
at 193 nm.

only after 400 pulses. Deformation equals the ratio derived
by the area of deformation in cm2 to the total area of the
substrate (cm2). The resulted integer provides the degree of
deformation.The defectmorphologywas dot-like expansions
or separations of bulk material mainly in the regions with
located preexistent discontinuities. The neat PMMA (Mw
= 120.000 u) was then spread as film on suprasil window
and was irradiated under the same number of pulses. The
defect formation was dot-like structures of 1% magnitude
at 200 pulses instead of 400 for the solid sample. Another
PMMA film on suprasil window was prepared with lower
molecular weight (Mw = 1900 u) and at 200 pulses the dot-
like defect morphology was of the order of 0.9%, and at 250
pulses it raised to 2% with additional generation of crack-
like structures. Cracks were randomly spread and oriented
all over the material and were measured over a minimum
reference length of 0.4mm unit for crack, where for the given
sample calculated crack formation resulted in 19 unit cracks
with total length 76mm. It should be also noted here that the
results were acquired with 1Hz repetition rate.

More experiments on neat film on window were per-
formed with PS (Mw = 1180 u) and distinct behaviour was
exhibited. PS presented also both defect morphologies but
compared to PMMA was exhibited in considerable smaller
magnitude of deformation with 0.1% at 200 pulses rising after
the 300 pulses at just 0.5% and 7 unit cracks (Figure 3). An
explanation of this behaviour could be based on the different
absorption coefficients of the two polymers. In 193 nm, PS
absorbs more effectively than PMMA penetrating less in
depth ofmaterial bulk resulting in less influence in the overall
bulk of material (schematic diagram at the end).

In the graph shown in Figure 2, it is clearly seen that
the higher “defect formation” (“defect formation” is a term
implied to present both “deformation and crack unit” in the
graphs) of the PMMA sample of low Mw on window is in
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Figure 3: Defect formation versus number of pulses of neat PS at
193, 248 nm.

accordance with the polymer theory regarding the increase of
mechanical resistance to be relative to the increase of molec-
ular weight. The difference between the neat solid sample
and the film on window where the later exhibited increase
in dot-like defect formation with additional generation of
crack-like defect is worth noticing. In latter case, the PMMA
films on window and the 1900 Mw sample had a 1% more
defect growth. According to the above results besides the
importance of molecular weight, there is strong indication
of another critical parameter introduced by the interface in
contrast to the neat sample. It is assumed that solid bulk
material due to lack of interfaces shows higher mechanical
resistance with stress wave energy decreasing by successive
reflections until being diminished.

3.2. Study on Neat Polymer at 248 nm. Irradiation of neat
PMMA (Mw = 1900 u) resulted in deformation area of 2.3%
at 200 pulses whereas for Mw = 120.000 u at 200 pulses it
resulted in deformation area of 0.09% with additional crack-
like formation of 4.5 unit cracks.

Irradiation of neat PS (Mw = 1180 u) resulted in defor-
mation area of 0.8%. In Figures 3 and 4, the results of the
defect formation of the neat polymers are shown and one
could observe that the PMMA generates few defects of both
morphologies at 248 nm (compared with Figure 2), whereas
PS generates more deformation of dot-like defects but less
deformation of crack-like defects. These results introduce
an important parameter related to the initial conditions of
the sample. The preexistence of discontinuities is a random
variable influencing in diverse degree the observed results as
can be seen for the PMMA at 248 nm (Figure 4) where the
sudden increase in defect formation at 150 pulses is due to
preexistent discontinuity around the ablation spot recorded
by holography. In most of the cases, the dot-like formation
is spread all over the sample with constant size; instead, in
the later example, the local high concentration of the defects
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Figure 4: Defect formation versus number of pulses of PMMA at
248 nm.

represents the influence of preexistent discontinuity that
allowed nucleation of defect formation. It should be noted
that the graphs illustrate the evolution of defect as a function
of number of pulses but the additional information on defect
spatial distribution and geometrical characteristics in terms
of size, shape, and propagation are provided in holograms and
are used to clarify diverse behaviors.

3.3. Study on Blend Polymer at 193 nm. Assuming that the
results of neat polymer are not simulating the realistic
conditions, for example, tissue surgery and varnish removal,
a complementary approach was envisaged in order to achieve
correspondence to real applications. Since a homogeneous
material is bonded stronger than heterogeneous material
and hence shows higher mechanical resistance to the laser
induced deformation, a combination of polymers was used to
simulate realistic conditions.The polymers usedwere PMMA
and PS, which have different absorption coefficients at 193
and 248 nm. The mixture was constituted from the polymers
in different concentrations in order to achieve changes in
absorption coefficient and efficient bond breaking due to
induced phase separation.

A thin film of medium concentration of 50 : 50
PMMA : PS of high molecular weights MwPMMA = 120.000 u
and MwPS = 240.000 u was constructed and irradiated up
to 200 pulses without traces of defect formation. The same
blend polymer was then spread onto a suprasil window
and irradiated with 200 pulses and again there was no
trace of defect formation. The results indicate high stress
resistance, which can be affected by changing the parameters
both of molecular weight and of concentration. A sample
on suprasil window was constructed as above with same
concentration but with polymers of low molecular weight
MwPMMA = 1900 u and MwPS = 1180 u was irradiated
with 200 pulses resulting in 0.9% deformation and 16 crack
units. The influence of the molecular weight is becoming
apparent with mechanical resistance increasing by increasing
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Figure 5: Defect formation versus number of pulses of 50 : 50
polymer blends at 193 nm with different MW.
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molecular weight and can be seen in the comparison in
Figure 5.

The experiment was then continued by changing the
concentration of blend polymer. Two samples of same con-
centration of PMMA : PS as 80 : 20 are one for high and
one for low molecular weight. The blend sample of high
molecular weight (PMMA

120.000
80 : PS

240.000
20) after 200

pulses did not exhibit any deformation whereas the low
molecular weight sample (PMMA

1900
80 : PS

1180
20) after

200 pulses has exhibited 2.63% and at 450 pulses 3.24%.
The results confirmed strong influence of molecular weight
with defect formation increasing by decreasing themolecular
weight. Also the results in comparison with the polymer
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concentration at 50 : 50 indicate higher defect formation in
lower concentration of PS (Figure 6).

Therefore, by keeping low molecular weight, the experi-
ments were continued with investigation of higher concen-
tration of PS expecting less defect formation. Indeed, a low
value of deformation of 0.05% was exhibited by the sample
constructed with high concentration of PS (PMMA : PS at
20 : 80). Instead, higher concentrations of PMMA resulted at
higher defect formation as is also illustrated in Figure 6.
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Figure 9: (a) Deformation versus number of pulses of 20 : 80
and 80 : 20 blend PS : PMMA at 248 nm presented two defect
morphologies, in (a) the dot-like deformation. (b) The cracks reach
a threshold by abrupt increase.

3.4. Study on Blend Polymer at 248 nm. The effect of laser
wavelength was investigated by performing experiments on
the same samples at 248 nm. Summarised results follow. The
50 : 50 PMMA : PS of high molecular weights MwPMMA =
120.000 u and MwPS = 240.000 u was constructed and
irradiated up to 200 pulses and no traces of deformation were
exhibited. The same blend polymer was then spread onto a
suprasil window irradiated with same number of pulses and
resulted in only 0.1% deformation. The next blend polymer
was 50 : 50 PMMA : PS with low MwPMMA = 1900 and
MwPS = 1180 and resulted in much higher defect formation
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Figure 10: The same blend sample in various film thicknesses. It is
seen that the thicker the sample, the more the defect formation.

as compared to 193 nm, that is, 4.6% deformation and 54
crack units. The results are seen in Figure 7.

In the following, two samples of 80 : 20 concentration of
PMMA : PSwere constructed, onewith high andonewith low
molecular weight.The blend sample of highmolecular weight
(PMMA

120.000
80 : PS

240.000
20) after 200 pulses exhibited

0.76% and increased after 450 pulses to 0.8% deformation
value. The result is in contrast to the ones obtained with
193 nm irradiation where the same blend was intact. The low
molecular weight sample (PMMA

1900
80 : PS

1180
20) after 200

pulses exhibited 4.44% and 20 crack units and at 450 pulses
increased to 4.9% while the crack units did not increase.
Again, the results showed increase in defect formation by
decreasing the molecular weight. Also in comparison with
the polymer concentration at 50 : 50, the results indicate again
higher defect formation in lower concentration of PS.

Therefore, the next sample was of low molecular weight
and with higher concentration of PS, so PMMA 20 : PS 80. At
200 pulses, 7.98% deformation and 7 crack units were exhib-
ited with slight increase up to 8% at 400 pulses. The results
of the two blend polymers with different concentrations in
248 nm do not exhibit the straightforward relation of higher
defect formation in lower concentration of PS as compared
to the results at 193 nm.This is due to the combination of the
two defect morphologies that are apparent in 248 nm while
at 193 nm were generated only dot-like structures. Hence,
generation of two defect morphologies in all samples was
observed in 248 nm as it is shown in the graphs of Figures
8 and 9. It is noted that both defect formations reach a
threshold, but by following different paths, the crack-like
defect formation follows an abrupt increase whereas the dot-
like follows a gradual one.

3.5. Study on Doped PMMA-NapH at 193 nm. The criti-
cal importance of absorption coefficient was investigated
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Figure 11: (a) Comparison between two different aging conditions,
new and one-week aged samples, shows preconditioned samples
generating higher defect formation (here the morphology shown
represents cracks). (b) The same comparison with the shown defect
morphology of dot-like.

by changing the concentration of the absorbing PS in
the PMMA/PS blend. By changing the concentration in
blends, modifications are induced both in optical and in
mechanical properties of the material. In order to exclude
modification in mechanical properties but induce optical
modification due to change in absorption coefficient, an
experiment was performed on doped with 1% naphthalene
PMMA. The results showed 1% deformation of dot-like
structures after 200 pulses that is the same deformation
for neat PMMA but a 60% decrease in crack-like defects
(5 crack units). Therefore, the total deformation tends to
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Figure 12: Defect formation during the pulse accumulation process.

be considerably decreased in PMMA doped with a highly
absorbing molecule. If we compare the defect formation
for Naph doped PMMA with the high absorbing PS, we
can conclude the importance of mechanical properties,
which prove to be equally critical as that of the optical
ones.

3.6. Study on Film Thickness at 193 nm. The influence of
film thickness was studied with construction of three blend
samples of PMMA 80 : PS 20 spread as film on suprasil with
thickness starting from 30 to 70 𝜇m. The defect formation
was increasing as the thickness was increasing, so for the
thin sample the total deformation was 1.93%, for the medium
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Figure 13: The graph of blend of Figure 12, a PMMA 80 : PS 20 irradiated at 193 nm.

sample was 2.08%, and for the thick sample was 3.95%, as can
be seen in the graph in Figure 10. It is noted that no crack
formation was exhibited in consistence with the previous
results of PMMA 80 : PS 20 at 193 nm and opposed to the
result of the same blend at 248 nmwhere crack formationwas
strong.

3.7. Study on Aged and Preconditioned Samples in 193 nm. All
the above experimentswere performed just after the drying of
the polymer solution, which is completely dry after a period
of 24 hours. Further experiments were performed with old
polymer powder and the prepared samples left in ambient
temperature and relative humidity for one week (168 hours).

A neat film on suprasil window of low molecular weight
PMMA was irradiated after a week and 1.53% value of
deformation with 29 crack units was exhibited at 200 pulses.
Both values compared to the results of the newly constructed
sample are much higher. The blend PMMA 50 : PS 50 of low
molecular weight at the same number of pulses exhibited a
10% defect formation and 138 crack units (Figure 15). The
defect formation is considerable and the comparison between
new and aged samples is shown in Figures 11(a) and 11(b).

Polymer samples of PMMA 80 : PS 20 of low molecular
weight were also constructed with old polymer powder
and 30%–50% deformation was generated. The graph is in
Figure 13 and the holograms are shown in Figure 12.

Another interesting observation derives from the fact that
in polymers constructed with the old powder no cracks were
exhibited instead spread island/dot-like deformations cover
big part of the sample. This is attributed to the factor of
adhesion strength.

The amount of deformation exhibited in the old and
preconditioned polymer samples introduces more parame-
ters equally critical as the molecular weight, concentration,
and wavelength since the highest deformation values were
observed. By observing the holograms shown in the pictures
(Figures 12 and 14), the defect morphology resembles detach-
ments of the underlying layer that by pulse accumulation are
growing and expanding.

4. Discussion

Figures show series of recordings of solid/blend polymers
while being under excimer irradiation. Various parameters
in the preparation and construction of the samples were
investigated. Each parameter contributed a significant role
in the unfolding of structural deformations and they are
critical indicators of mechanical resistance to the photoabla-
tive effect. The examination on the samples and parameters
shown in this reported experimental synopsis reveals that
there is strong effect induced in delocalized from the ablation
spot extent of sample. Deformation rises with accumulation
of pulses with the first 30 pulses having no detectable influ-
ence except in the ablation spot. During the next 20 pulses,
an extended detachment occurs surrounding the ablation
spot and expanding outwards. The effect can be attributed
to local dewetting due to loose adherence of the blend
polymer film on the suprasil window. The most expected
deformation feature would be in the form of crack after the
yield point of the blend polymer would have resulted in
fracture. Since the system is a spread polymer film (≈150 𝜇m
thickness) on quartz window, an unstable thermodynamic
state can be assumed tending to detach off and fold in order
to acquire the maximum thermodynamic equilibrium. The
deformation effect is cumulative and the integrity of the
sample is deteriorating in each recording. The maximum
deformation is exhibited though from 50 to 125 pulses with
the last 115 pulses reaching almost a plateau.

The above relevance is questionable since in polymer
film on suprasil window more structural morphologies were
observed than detachments attributed to dewetting. More
results reveal formation of dot-like and bubble-like or isle-like
local discontinuities. The experimental observation indicates
variability in morphologies which cannot be attributed to the
thermodynamic instability of the polymer-window system.
The crack-like or dendrite-like patterns were observed and
attributed to strong cohesion. High degree of bifurcation in
dendrite-type defects is shown in sample of lower cohesion
as in fracture dynamics in which the deposition speed of
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Figure 14: Defect formation during the pulse accumulation process.

energy is greater than themaximum speed propagation of the
crack (Rayleigh). The existence of interfaces and the degree
of adhesion strength are expressed as parameters of prime
importance.

We have examined some dominant parameters which
could contribute to the structural and mechanical disinte-
gration of ablated surfaces with preliminary results being

consistent. The mechanisms involved in photoablation pro-
cesses were investigated leading to the inhomogeneity of
materials as a leading mechanical parameter for deformation
occurrence. The results are in accordance with a number
of different studies performed on the field of laser ablation
under different experimental techniques and experimental
aims [18, 25–35].
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Figure 15: The profile graph of Figure 14.

Appendix

The holograms and interferograms were recorded on pho-
tosensitive plates, which are produced by HRT Holographic
Recording Technologies GmbH model BB-640 red sensitive.

The rehalogenating process for the development is as
follows.

(1) Developer (1000 cm3):

sodium carbonate, anhydrous 70 g,
sodium hydroxide 15 g,
metol (4-(methylamino)-phenol-sulfate) 4 g,
ascorbic acid 25 g,
developing to a density of 2.5.

(2) Stop bath (1000 cm3):

sodium hydrogen sulfate crystals 5 g,
rinsing briefly in cold water and then bleaching.

(3) Bleach (1000 cm3):

copper sulfate (pentahydrate) 25 g,
potassium bromide 100 g,
sodium hydrogen sulfate crystals 5 g,
bleaching until the hologram is clear and then
rinsing in cold water.
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